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The Samsung Wave M is the dashing new phone that has been designed to target all types of
users. The mobile is a great phone with the smartest features loaded in it and has awesome looks
and is a great head turner. The operating system is Bada OS v2.0 and comes with WAP 2.0 / x
HTML browser. It is Java enabled with MIDP 2.1. The Wave M has been equipped with NFC
connectivity and has applications like Samsung apps, Samsung kies 2.0, Samsung ChatON mobile
communications service and Samsung TouchWiz for Bada. Various other advanced features have
made the mobile very popular among the youngsters. The Samsung mobile phone suits all types of
users.

The call records of the phone book are practically unlimited with missed calls and received calls
show unlimited calls entered. The dialed calls too are practically unlimited that help one know the
number of calls dialed. The internet services provided are too good and users can enjoy fast and
speedy performance that will not lose your momentum while you are watching anything or
downloading any stuff you want. The connective feature are excellent and you get access to the
GPRS, Bluetooth, wirless protocol, port, edge, and is a 3G enabled phone. It also comes with GPS
and the CPU with 832 MHz processor.

If you are a music lover, you are just in luck, as the Samsung Wave M gives you powerful music and
has many music features for you to enjoy all day long. You get the Stereo FM radio with RDS and
supports various music formats like the MP3, AAC, AAC+, eAAC+, WMA, AMR, MID, WAV player
and has 3.5 mm audio jack. The camera is 5 mega pixels and has a resolution of 2592 x 1944
pixels. The features in the camera are the auto focus, LED flash, digital zoom, smile detection and
the geo tagging. The front camera is 0.3 mega pixels and comes with VGA camera with 640 x 480
pixels.

This attractively designed mobile screen is a large 3.65 inches of HVGA, TFT LCD capacitive touch
screen display and is built with tempered glass. The dimensions are 113.8 x 63.3 x 12.2 mm and the
weight is 121 grams only. The display resolution is 320 x 480 pixels and comes with Touch WIZ UI.
The sensors provided are accelerometer sensor for UI auto rotate and the proximity sensor for auto
turn off.

The Samsung wave M price in India is Rs. 16,000 approximately.
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